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This article proposes to conduct natural language inference with novel Enhanced-Relation-Head-Dependent

triplets (RHD triplets), which are constructed via enhancing each word in the RHD triplet with its associ-

ated local context. Most previous approaches based on deep neural network (DNN) for this task either per-

form token alignment without considering syntactic dependency among words, or directly use tree- LSTM

to generate passage representation with irrelevant information. To improve token alignment and inference

judgment with word-pair-dependency, the RHD triplet structure is first proposed. To avoid incorporating ir-

relevant information, this proposed approach performs comparison directly on each triplet-pair of the given

passage-pair (instead of comparing each triplet in a passage with the content merged from the whole opposite

passage). Furthermore, to take local context into consideration while conducting token alignment and infer-

ence judgment, we also enhance the words of the triplets with their associated local context to improve the

performance. Experimental results show that the proposed approach is better than most previous approaches

that adopt tree structures, and its performance is comparable to other state-of-the-art approaches (however,

our approach is more human comprehensible).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Natural language inference (NLI) refers to the following task: given a text passage P (Premise)
and a text passage H (Hypothesis) (each passage might contain more than one sentence), decide
whether we can infer H from P (i.e., identifying their relationship among entailment, neutral, and
contradiction). It has many applications such as question answering [3, 17], information extraction
[35], machine translation [6], automatic text summarization [18, 25], and so on. Some evaluations
about this task have been organized in the past decades, such as the PASCAL Recognizing Textual
Entailment (RTE) Challenge [11], SemEval-2014 [28], and RITE [37].

Many previous approaches adopt statistical frameworks [20, 22]. However, a lot of neural net-
work (NN) approaches have emerged after Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) dataset [4]
was released. Most early NN approaches adopt increasingly complicated network structures to
generate the representation of the whole text passage, and then predict the relationship between
them [5, 26]. However, P might include extra words that are not directly related to H. Actually,
only the words in P that are associated with the words in H should be paid attention to. In other
words, those relevant words should be emphasized more while the irrelevant words should be less
weighted during decision making. Therefore, more and more approaches [8, 32] adopt attention
mechanisms to implicitly align the words between two passages to yield a better performance.
This idea is very similar to how humans make the entailment judgment, and the result shows that
it is very effective for performing natural language inference on SNLI corpus in which most words
in H can find their corresponding ones in P.

However, after having analyzed some errors generated from an attention-based approach [32],
we find that it will introduce misalignment that would cause the wrong inference sometimes. This
is mainly due to that the syntactic relationship among words is not taken into account. Take the
following passage pair as an example (The benchmark is “neutral”):

Premise: An older man sits with his orange juice at a small table in a coffee shop while employees
in bright colored shirts smile in the background.

Hypothesis: An elderly man sitting in a small shop.

The attention-based approach [32] cannot catch the syntactic relation between “shop” and “small”
in P precisely in this example (which is important for the prediction). As a result, the answer is
incorrectly predicted as “entailment,” because all the words in H can be found in P, although the
word “small” in these two passages does not modify the same thing (i.e., “small” modifies “table”
in P, but it modifies “shop” in H).
The above example clearly shows that a passage is not a set of independent words. It is a se-

quence of words with syntactic relationship among them. Based on this observation, we propose to
adopt the Relation-Head-Dependent (RHD) triplet1 for conducting alignment and comparison. Fur-
thermore, Parikh et al. [32] (also consider other previous approaches) only compared each word in
H with the vector merged from all the words in P according to their associated alignment scores,
and vice versa. However, as shown in Figure 1, human compares H and P mainly based on Struc-
ture Analogy [14, 15] instead of the merged meaning, which will not only incorporate irrelevant
text but also lose information during merging. Ideally, in the whole P passage, only the words that
are closely related to a specific word in H (i.e., with similar syntactic/semantic roles) should be
compared with that given word of H. That is, a triplet in H had better be directly compared with
each individual triplet in P (named “individual-comparison”), instead of the merged representation
from the whole P passage (called “merged-comparison”).

1Each RHD triplet is denoted by “(rel, head, dep),” where head and dep denote the head-word and the dependent-word of the

dependency relation, respectively; and rel denotes the dependency relation between head and dependent.
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Fig. 1. Dependency trees2 for P “An older man sits with his orange juice at a small table in a coffee shop while

employees in bright colored shirts smile in the background,” and H “An elderly man sitting in a small shop.” The
relationship between them is “neutral.”

Therefore, we first create two sets of RHDs from P and H to denote their corresponding struc-
tures, and then perform individual-comparison between the triplets in P and those in H. Accord-
ingly, two RHD triplets would be aligned if their relations are related and all their associated words
are aligned (e.g., those aligned triplets denoted by the same indexes in Figure 1). Particularly, when
two RHD triplets are compared, each element of RHD triplet (i.e., Relation, Head, and Dependent)
should be compared separately (i.e., adopting element-wise comparison). The above individual-
comparison approach mainly handles one-to-one-mapping cases. On the contrast, the “merged-
comparison” approach [32] could also cover one-too-many-mapping cases; however, it will also
incorporate additional irrelevant content.3

Furthermore, it is observed that some triplet-pairs possess reversed head-dependent relations
(i.e., the Head of a triplet actually should be linked to the Dependent of another triplet). Therefore,
for each given triplet-pair, we additionally introduce cross-comparison to compare the Head from
one triplet with theDependent from another triplet, and vice versa. Take the triplet-pair denoted by
index-3 in Figure 1 as an example, in addition to the Head-to-Head comparison (which would link
“sits” to an undesired word “man”), the Dependent in “(nsubj, sits,man)” will be also compared with
the Head in “(vmod, man, sitting)” via cross-comparison (accordingly, “man” will be appropriately
compared with “man” in this triplet-pair), and vice versa.

With the RHD triplet mentioned above, the proposed approach could use the structural informa-
tion to improve both alignment and comparison accuracy. However, the above RHD-Triplet pairs
do not consider the local context information of each word, which is found important when the
relationship between two aligned RHD-Triplets is judged. For example, for the triplet-pair with
index 4 in Figure 1, the relationship between the RHD triplet “(nmod, sits, shop)” in P and “(nmod,
sitting, shop)” in H is “entailment” (but the benchmark is “neutral”), because the corresponding
words match well for both Head and Dependent words in this RHD triplet-pair. However, when
we add local context information to the Head word and Dependent word (i.e., adopting “(nmod,
man-sits-with, coffee-shop-while)” instead of “(nmod, sits, shop)” in P, and “(nmod, man-sitting-in,

2The words in black represent the nodes of the dependency tree, and the associated string on each edge represents the

dependency relation between two nodes. The red relation denotes that its associated triplet is important in making the

judgment. Links with the same indexes indicate that they should be aligned and compared when the result is judged by

humans.
3We had also tested the approach that jointly incorporates individual-comparison outputs andmerged-comparison outputs.

However, it does not further improve the performance. This result might indicate that the benefit of considering one-too-

many-mapping does not exceed the adverse effect brought by involving irrelevant content in this task.
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small-shop-.)” instead of “(nmod, sitting, shop)” in H), the judgment would be “neutral,” which
matches the desired result. The above example shows that the local context can make a better
judgment for the relationship between two aligned RHD-Triplets. Accordingly, we further propose
an Enhanced-RHD representation to integrate both structural information and local context infor-
mation for each word in RHD. That is, instead of simply adopting the associated word-embeddings
of Headword and Dependentword (which are adopted in the original RHD triplet), we incorporate
the embeddings of context words to the representations of Head and Dependent words. For exam-
ple, for “(nmod, sits, shop)” in P, we incorporate the embeddings of context words “man” and “with”
to the Head word “sits,” and incorporate the embeddings of context words “coffee” and “while” to
the Dependent word “shop.” We believe this Enhanced-RHD can also be used in other NLP tasks,
which need both structural information and local context information at the same time.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) The RHD triplet is first proposed to be the

alignment and comparison unit in the neural network for NLI. In this way, the corresponding
words could be aligned and compared more precisely. (2) Based on the RHD triplet, we further
propose the Enhanced-RHD to integrate both structural information and local context information
for better judging the relationship of each triplet-pair. (3) Instead of comparing one triplet of H
with the merged meaning of all the triplets in P (and vice versa), we propose to directly compare
each triplet of H with another triplet of P (and each element in the triplet is compared separately)
to avoid involving irrelevant content during comparison. (4) We propose to use cross-comparison
to cover the cases of which the corresponding words in P and H are associated with different
syntactic/semantic roles in their individual dependency trees. (5) We conduct experiments to show
that the proposed approaches not only obtain good performances on English datasets, but also
work for those Asian and low-resource languages covered by Cross-lingual Natural Language
Inference (XNLI)4 corpus. (6) The performance improvement of adopting each strategy proposed
above is evaluated and analyzed.
In comparison with our simplified version (of the proposed approach) previously published in a

COLING conference [13], which directly adopts Relation-Head-Dependent triplets without consid-
ering the local context of eachword, this article further proposes the Enhanced-RHD representation
to incorporate local contextual information and structural information at the same time. Besides,
additional experiments are conducted on XNLI dataset, which is a cross-lingual natural language
inference corpus that covers some Asian and low-resource languages. Last, we perform additional
deep analysis to show why our approach can improve the performance.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH

In our proposed approach, we first transform P and H into two sets of RHD triplets. Afterward, for
both the headword and the dependentword of each RHD triplet, we incorporate their local context
information into them to generate the corresponding enhanced word-embeddings. The Enhanced-
RHD triplet

〈
Relation, Head, Dependent

〉
then consists of those enhanced word-embeddings. Sub-

sequently, for each Enhanced-RHD of H, we compare it individually with every Enhanced-RHD
of P (without merging) to get its associated individual comparison vectors (and vice versa). After-
ward, we weighted sum those individual comparison vectors to yield the one-side-merged compari-
son vector (between the given Enhanced-RHD of H and the whole Enhanced-RHD set of P) for each
Enhanced-RHD of H. That is, we perform individual-comparison first and then merge the obtained
individual-comparison results. In contrast, the previous merged-comparison approach [32] first
merges the content, and then compares those merged results. Last, we aggregate those one-side
merged comparison vectors of every Enhanced-RHD of H to get the overall entailment judgment for

4https://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/xnli/.
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Fig. 2. The skeleton of the proposed approach. The rel, head, and dep parts of each triplet are represented
with green, purple, and light-blue colors, respectively. Also,

⊕
denotes the Comparison operation between

triplets (see Section 2.2 for “Matching Layer”), while
⊗

denotes theAggregation operation (see Section 2.3 for
“Aggregation Layer”). Besides, the left part and the right part inMatching Layer represent the sub-networks
for P-aligned-to-H and H-aligned-to-P, respectively.

H. The same procedure will also be applied to each Enhanced-RHD of P to get the overall entailment
judgment for P.

Figure 2 shows the skeleton of the proposed approach. It consists of the following four layers:
(1) Encoding Layer, which not only initializes the embeddings of the words and relations, but
also updates the relation-embeddings and input transformation matrix (see Section 2.1) during the
training process to yield better embedding representations for this task. Besides, it is also responsi-
ble for incorporating local context information into the word-embeddings of associated head-word
and dependent-word to generate the corresponding Enhanced-RHDs. (2) Matching Layer, which
performs comparison within each Enhanced-RHD pair, scores the alignment weights of each in-
dividual comparison, and then weighted sums those individual comparison vectors to generate the
one-side merged comparison vector between each triplet and the whole triplet set of the other pas-
sage. (3) Aggregation Layer, which aggregates the one-side merged comparison vectors to get a
directional comparison vector for each comparing direction (i.e., H to P and P to H). (4) Prediction
Layer, which gets two separated directional comparison vectors and then uses a feed-forward
neural network classifier to predict the final label.
Our approach is symmetric about P and H. Therefore, we will only describe the left half of

Figure 2, which mainly compares each RHD of P with the RHD-Set of H. The right half is exactly
the same except that the roles of P and H are exchanged.
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2.1 Encoding Layer

We first use a dependency parser5 to transform P and H into two sets of RHD triplets. Let
̂P := (p1,p2, . . . ,pm ) and ̂H := (h1,h2, . . . ,hn ) be two sets of RHD triplets, while pi and hj denote

the ith RHD triplet and the jth RHD triplet in P and H, respectively; also,m and n indicate the num-
bers of associated triplets in P andH, respectively.We then instantiate themwith the corresponding
word-embeddings and rel-embedding of RHD triplets. (For conciseness, we will let rel/head/dep de-
note both the original meaning and the corresponding embedding interchangeably from now on.)
Eachhead/dep ∈ Rdw is a word embedding of dimension dw , which is initialized with a pre-trained
GloVe word embedding [33], while rel ∈ Rdr is a relation embedding vector of dimension dr and
is initialized randomly with a standard normal distribution. (Please note, only rel will be tuned
later during training. Those initial word-embeddings will remain the same during training pro-
cess.) Each triplet-embedding will be presented as a triplet that contains three embedding-vectors
corresponding to rel , head , and dep, respectively.
As the word-embedding vector is fixed during training, in order to obtain better relation/word

embedding representations for this task, we use a simple feed-forward structure to adapt the three
parts of each triplet in the task. The associated computations are specified as follows:

rel =Wr ∗ relin + br
head =Ww ∗ headin + bw
dep =Ww ∗ depin + bw ,

(1)

where * is the multiplication of matrices; relin ∈ Rdr , headin ∈ Rdw , and depin ∈ Rdw are the initial-
ized embedding-vectors; rel ∈ Rdr , head ∈ Rdw , and dep ∈ Rdw are the new RHD representations
generated;Wr ∈ Rdr×dr ,Ww ∈ Rdw×dw , br ∈ Rdr , bw ∈ Rdw are the weight matrices to be learned.
Here, all the rels share the same weight matrix Wr , while all the words share the same weight
matrixWw .
After having generated the new representation “(rel, head, dep)” for each RHD triplet with Equa-

tion (1), we will further incorporate the local context information into each word to generate the
corresponding Enhanced-RHD triplet “(rel, headen , depen )” for the original RHD triplet. As shown
in Figure 3, for each Head/Dependent word in the RHD triplet, we first locate its left and right
context words (within a local window with a pre-specified length parameter L) in the input word
sequence. For a Head/Dependentword “wordi ” and its context word “word j ” in the window (i and j
are the indexes of these words in the original passage), we define the association degree fi j between
them in Equation (2), which is modified from the intra-attention approach proposed by Parikh et al.
[32].

fi j = R ([wordi ;word j ;wordi
⊙

word j ]), (2)

where R is a multilayer perceptron with three hidden layers (which consist of a Relu activation
for the first layer, a Tanh activation for the second layer, and a linear transformation for the third
layer). The notation “;” (within the bracket-pair in the above equation) denotes Concatenation; and
“
⊙

” is the element-wise product of vectors. Inspired by the intra-attention approach proposed by
Parikh et al. [32], we then incorporate the local context information into the originalwordi in each
triplet as shown in Equation (3).

wordi
′ =

i+L∑

j=i−L

exp ( fi j + λ |di−j |)∑i+L
k=i−L exp ( fik + λ |di−k |))

word j , (3)

5http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml#Download.
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Fig. 3. An illustration for the generation of Enhanced-RHD. The rel, head, and dep of each triplet are rep-
resented with green, purple, and light-blue colors, respectively. “Update” function indicates the updating
function denoted in Equation (1), while the “Enhanced” function indicates the merging function denoted in
Equation (4). The vector sequence of the original passage (the right part of the second layer) is extracted
from the dep parts of those updated RHD triplet. The purple-dotted rectangle and blue-dotted rectangle on
the vector sequence represent the context information of the related head word and dep word, respectively.

whereword ′i is the newword-embedding ofwordi after incorporating its local context information,
(2L+1) is the size of the context window, λ ∈ R is a learnable parameter, and |di−j | ∈ I denotes the
number of words betweenwordi andword j in the input passage. Since the more the local context
wordword j nearswordi , the more it would affectwordi usually, Equation (3) is adopted to reflect
this trend.
With theword ′i specified in Equation (3), the enhanced representations for Head and Dependent

parts are defined as follows in Equation (4).

headen = F ([head ;head ′])
depen = F ([dep;dep ′]),

(4)

where headen and depen denote the new representations of Head word and Dependent word for
each Enhanced-RHD triplet, respectively; and head ′ and dep ′ denote the context word-embeddings
obtained from Equation (3), while head and dep denote the original embedding-vectors for Head
and Dependentwords generated from Equation (1). Besides, F(,) is a feedforward network with one
hidden layer and a Relu activation function. An Enhanced-RHD triplet thus consists of three parts:
rel ∈ Rdr , headen ∈ Rdw , and depen ∈ Rdw .
2.2 Matching Layer

This layer is the core of our approach. It first performs the individual comparison between two
triplets separately from P and H, and then uses associated alignment weights to focus on the
individual-comparisons of those preferred alignments. In this step, we will use a one-side merged
comparison vector to represent the comparison result of one triplet with the whole triplet-set of
the other side.
Figure 4 shows how the individual-comparison vector of one triplet-pair is generated. The vector

vi j ∈ Rd denotes the comparison result between a given triplet pi from P and another triplet hj
from H, while d is the dimension of hidden layer. During comparison, each element of the triplet

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 19, No. 3, Article 47. Publication date: February 2020.
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Fig. 4. An illustration for the comparison between a triplet pi in P and a triplet hj in H. The rel , head and dep
of each triplet are represented with green, purple, and light-blue colors, respectively. Comp (, ) indicates the
comparison function denoted in Equation (5). T (, ) is a multilayer perception denoted in Equation (7). The
green, purple, and red solid-line represent the comparison of pairs (rel , rel ), (head,head ), and (dep,dep), re-
spectively. The purple dot-line represents the cross-comparison of pair (head,dep), and red dot-line represents
the cross-comparison of pair (dep,head ).

(i.e., rel, headen and depen ) is compared with its own kind independently (i.e., adopting element-
wise comparison), as shown in this figure. Here, the comparing function is denoted as comp(,) in
Equation (5). G is a feed-forward network with one hidden layer and a Relu activation function.

comp (v1,v2) = G[v1;v2;v1 −v2;v1
⊙

v2], (5)

where v1 and v2 are any two embedding vectors. The notation “;” (within the bracket-pair in the
above equation) denotesConcatenation; also, “−” and “⊙” are the difference and element-wise prod-
uct of vectors, respectively. Then, we can get the individual comparison results in Figure 4 as fol-
lows:

reli j := comp (relpi , relhj )

headi j := comp
(
headenpi ,head

en
hj

)

head_x i j := comp
(
headenpi ,dep

en
hj

)

depi j := comp
(
depenpi ,dep

en
hj

)

dep_x i j := comp
(
depenpi ,head

en
hj

)
,

(6)

where head_x i j and dep_x i j are the results of cross-comparison. Please note that the comparison
functions with the same input arguments share the same set of parameters in G. For example, all
the functions comp (headen ,headen ) (i.e., the comparison between head and head) share a set of pa-
rameters while all comp (headen ,depen ) (i.e., the comparison between head and dep) share another
set of parameters. After we obtain the comparison results of these elements, we can incorporate
them to yield the individual comparison vector vi j between pi and hj as follows:

vi j := T ([reli j ;headi j ;head_x i j ;depi j ;dep_x i j ]), (7)
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whereT (.) is a multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers and a Relu activation. Afterward, we
generate the alignment weight ei j (Equation (8)) between tripletpi and triplethj to emphasize those
more reliable individual comparisons. Most of the previous approaches [8, 16, 32] use the inner
product of two semantic unit vectors as their alignment weights. However, having high semantic
similarity between two tokens does not imply that they should be aligned with a large chance. In
contrast, the individual comparison could describe the associativeness between two tokens better
(as it also takes the structure analogy between two compared words into account). Consequently,
we generate the alignment weight using the individual comparison vectorwith a non-linear function
as follows:

ei j =Ws2tanh(Ws1vi j ), (8)

whereWs1 ∈ Rd×d andWs2 ∈ Rd×1 are the weight matrices to be learned. We then use ei j to obtain
the one-side merged comparison vectors Oi,H from various vi j as follows:

Oi,H =

lh∑

j=1

exp (ei j )
∑lh

k=1
exp (eik ))

vi j, (9)

where Oi,H is the one-side merged comparison vector between pi and the whole set H, lh is the
number of Enhanced-RHD triplets in H. Accordingly, OP, j (the right part in Figure 2) is similarly
defined between hj and the whole P.

2.3 Aggregation Layer

In this layer, we aggregate all the one-sidemerged comparison vectorsOi,H andOP, j (obtained above)
to generate the final comparison vector for two different directions between P and H. Like the
previous approaches [9, 32], we aggregate the information via both summation and max-pooling:

OP,sum =

lp∑

i=1

Oi,H , OP,max =
lp

max
i=1

Oi,H , OP = [OP,sum ;OP,max ]

OH,sum =

lh∑

j=1

OP, j , OH,max =
lh

max
j=1

OP, j , OH = [OH,sum ;OH,max ],

(10)

where lp and lh are the numbers of triplets in P and H, respectively. We then get the overall com-
parison vector OP by concatenating the summation OP,sum and the max-pooling OP,max with the
one-side merged comparison vectors of P (and vice versa). Afterward, we use these overall compari-
son vectors to predict the relationship in the next section.

2.4 Prediction Layer

From the above section, we have obtained OP and OH , which are the overall comparison vectors
from P to H and from H to P, respectively (i.e., the overall comparisons in two different directions).
We then concatenate them and use a feedforward network Q (which has one hidden layer and a
so f tmax output layer) to generate the final overall judgment vector ŷ as follows:

ŷ = Q ([OP ;OH ]), (11)

where ŷ ∈ RC (C is the number of classes and equals to 3 in this task) are the scores for each class.
The predicted class can be gotten by setting y = argmaxi ŷi . When we train the model, we use the
multi-class cross-entropy loss function.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 19, No. 3, Article 47. Publication date: February 2020.
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Fig. 5. Examples (Premise and Hypothesis pairs) from the XNLI corpus for some languages.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Dataset

We adopt SNLI [4]6 and MultiNLI [42],7 two English datasets, as well as a cross-lingual XNLI [10]
data-set8 (which covers some Asian and low-resource languages) for testing various approaches.
They are briefly introduced as follows.
SNLI—It contains 570k passage pairs. The passage pairs in this corpus are labeled with one

of the following relationships: entailment, contradiction, neutral, and “-”, where “-” means that it
lacks the consensus from the human annotators. In our experiments, we follow Bowman et al.
[4] to delete those passage pairs labeled with “-”. Consequently, we end up with 549,367 pairs for
training, 9,842 pairs for development, and 9,824 pairs for testing.
MultiNLI—This corpus has 433k passage pairs, which are collected frommaximally broad range

of genre of American English such as written non-fiction genres (e.g., SLATE, OUP), spoken genres
(TELEPHONE, FACE-TO-FACE), less formal written genres (FICTION, LETTERS), and the report
for 9/11 event. We follow the data partition setting specified in Williams et al. [42], which selects
half of those genres for training. Additionally, we create an in-domain (Matched) dataset and out-
domain (Mismatched) dataset for evaluating the performance of the development-set (also do it for
the test-set). Since the test-set labels of this corpus are not released, the test-set performance is
obtained via submitting the obtained results to Kaggle.com.9

XNLI—This corpus is a cross-lingual natural language inference development/test dataset gen-
erated via extending the development/test dataset of the English MultiNLI corpus. It consists of
passage-pairs in three-way classification format (i.e., entailment, contradiction, and neutral) for 14
different languages, which include some Asian languages (e.g., Vietnamese, Thai, Chinese, Arabic,
and Hindi) and low-resource languages (e.g., Swahili and Urdu). Examples of some languages are
shown in Figure 5. For each language, it has 2,490 and 5,010 passage-pairs for development and test,
respectively. However, due to lacking enough training data for many selected languages, 549,367
passage-pairs from English MultiNLI dataset is adopted as the XNLI training set for various lan-
guages. This corpus is made to evaluate how to perform inference in any language when only
English NLI data is available at training time.

6https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/.
7http://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/multinli/.
8https://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/xnli/.
9http://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/multinli/.
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3.2 Details of Training

For English SNLI and MultiNLI datasets, in order to have a fair comparison with those previous
approaches [5, 8, 29, 32, 45], we follow them to adopt the same 300 dimensional Glove word-
embeddings [33], which are used to initialize the associated word-embeddings in the triplets. Addi-
tionally, we use a standard normal distribution to randomly initialize the values of Relation vectors
(the dimension is set to 20). Besides, for OOV words, we follow Parikh et al. [32] to initialize them
by randomly selecting one from 100 random vectors. During training, the above initial word em-
beddings (including the 100 random vectors for OOVwords) are fixed while the embeddings of the
relations will be updated. The dimensions of the Encoding Layer for relation and head/dependent-
words are set to 20 and 300, respectively. And the dimensions of other hidden layers are set to
1,024. Besides, the Adadelta method [44] is adopted for optimization, and the dropout ratio is 0.2
while the learning rate is 0.1. Due to the limitation of GPU memory, the batch size is set to 32
for SNLI, but they are 24 and 28 for Matched and Mismatched MultiNLI datasets, respectively. Be-
sides, the parameter L of the local context window for SNLI is 2, and they are 3 for both Matched
and Mismatched MultiNLI tests. All those hyper-parameters (e.g., local context window sizes) are
selected based on the corresponding development set.
For each non-English language in XNLI dataset, we follow Conneau et al. [10] to translate each

passage-pair in the development/test set into its corresponding English one, and then use the
model trained on the English dataset to evaluate the performance. During the training procedure,
we adopt two different ways to train the models based on MultiNLI training set: (1) Share a sin-
gle model among various languages (which implies that the hyper-parameters of its experiment
setting is decided based on the whole dataset merged from all English development passage-pairs
translated from various languages). In other words, the same model will be applied to all the Eng-
lish P and H test-pairs translated from various languages. (2) Generate a separated model for each
language (which implies that for each language, the hyper-parameters of its experiment setting is
selected only based on the English development passage-pairs translated from that language). That
is to say, a specific model will only be applied to the English test-set translated from its associ-
ated language. For both training strategies, the same procedure (adopted for the English datasets)
is used to initialize and update the word-embeddings and Relation embeddings; also, the same
dimensions are adopted for each layer. Besides, the Adadelta method [44] is adopted for optimiza-
tion, and the dropout ratio is 0.2 while the learning rate is 0.1. The batch size and the local context
window parameter L are 28 and 3, respectively.

3.3 Results and Analysis

Table 1 shows the results of different models on SNLI dataset[4]. To show that our new strategy
(which jointly incorporates structural information and local context information for NLI) works
well in a similar environment, we compare our approaches with that of Parikh et al. [32] (as our
approach is inspired by theirs), and those approaches of which adopt structural information. Re-
cently, Radford et al. [34] and Devlin et al. [12] adopted Transformer architecture [39] to conduct
this task, and achieved remarkably better performances. However, they used a very large external
resource (i.e., 7,000 unpublished books) to pre-train the word-embeddings and the models. Besides,
they adopted a considerable number of layers; and each layer is equipped with a multi-head self-
attention mechanism. Since their pre-training demands huge computation resource, we only test
the case which adapts our model to having more layers and also incorporating the multi-head at-
tention mechanism. However, this new implementation does not bring a significant improvement
to our original model. Therefore, it is conjectured that their good performances might be mainly
due to adopting better initial word-embeddings and model parameters trained from a very large
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Table 1. Performances on SNLI

Model Train Acc Test Acc
(1) LSTM [4] 84.4 77.6
(2) Classifier [4] 99.7 78.2
(3) 300D tree-based CNN encoders [29] 83.3 82.1
(4) 300D SPINN-PI encoders [5] 89.2 83.2
(5) 200D decomposable attention model [32] 89.5 86.3
(6) 200D decomposable attention model with intra-sentence

attention[32]
90.5 86.8

(7) Binary TreeLSTM + Structured Attention & Composition
+ dual-attention [45]

87.7 87.2

(8) 300D Full tree matching NTI-SLSTM-LSTM w/global attention [30] 88.5 87.3
(9) 300D Syntactic TreeLSTM [8] 92.9 87.8
Human Performance [16] 97.2 87.7
(10) Our model (RHD triplet) 90.3 87.4
(11) Our model (RHD triplet with RNN encoder) 91.5 87.4
(12) Our model (Enhanced-RHD) 92.5 87.5

dataset. Since the initial word-embeddings adopted bymost previous approaches are obtained from
amuch smaller dataset, the performances obtained by BERT [12] thus cannot be directly compared
with those previous approaches, and are thus not listed in Table 1.
Within Table 1, the first group (1-2) includes two baseline classifiers presented by Bowman et al.

[4] when the corpus was released. Among them, Model (1) use LSTM [4] to learn a representation
for P and H passages separately, and then uses the obtained representations to predict the label.
Model (2) uses a traditional statistical classifier to predict the label with some handcrafted features
such as overlapped words, negation detection, and the like.
The second group (3-4) includes the models that adopt passage encoding with tree structure.

Model (3) [29] adopts a tree-based CNN to capture passage-level semantics, while Model (4) [5]
parses the given passage and generates the corresponding representation jointly.
The third group (5-9) consists of the models that adopt the inter-sentence attention-based ap-

proach, which is similar to that of ours. Among them, Parikh et al. [32] decomposed each passage
into a set of words and then compared the two word-sets from P and H in Model (5). They also
further improved the performance by adding intra-sentence attention in Model (6). (Our model is
inspired by their approaches.) Furthermore, Model (7) [45] adopts tree-LSTM and attention mech-
anism based on the binary tree to generate a semantic representation for each node and then
conducts the comparison between those nodes; and Model (8) [30] constructs a full n-ary tree to
improve the performance. Last, Model (9) [8] uses a syntactic tree-LSTM to extract the inner de-
pendency relations in the passage, and compares the representations separately generated from
each passage.
Table 1 shows that our approach achieves 87.5% accuracy rate with Enhanced-RHD triplets,

which outperforms most of those previous approaches that adopt the tree structure (some of them
adopt more complicated network architectures [30, 45]) and is comparable to that of Chen et al.
[8], which also adopts a complicated network architecture. Specifically, our performance is sig-
nificantly better than that of Parikh et al. [32] though our approach is inspired by theirs. Besides,
compared with Model (6), which just incorporates context information to the representation, our
Enhanced-RHD further improves the performance by 0.7%. On the other hand, although Model (9)
[8] slightly outperforms ours, their approach is more complicated, and our approach is more
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Table 2. Performances on MultiNLI

Model Test Acc
Matched Mismatched

(1) BiLSTM [42] 67.0 67.6
(2) Inner Att [2] 72.1 72.1
(3) ESIM [42] 72.3 72.1
(4) Gated-Att BiLSTM [8] 73.2 73.6
(5) Shortcut-Stacked encoder [31] 74.6 73.6
(6) KIM [7] 77.2 76.4
(7) CAFE [38] 78.7 77.9
(8) DIIN [16] 78.8 77.8
(9) Inner Att (ensemble) [2] 72.2 72.8
(10) Gated-Att BiLSTM (ensemble) [9] 74.9 74.9
(11) DIIN (ensemble) [16] 80.0 78.7
(12) CAFE (ensemble) [38] 80.2 79.0
Human Performance [16] 88.5 89.2
(13) Our model (RHD triplet) 75.1 74.7
(14) Our model (RHD triplet with RNN encoder) 75.3 74.9
(15) Our model (Enhanced-RHD) 76.1 75.3

human comprehensible. Besides, when the proposed Enhanced-RHD approach is compared with
our previous RHD triplet approach (which does not incorporate local context), it slightly improves
0.1% on this dataset.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to know whether the performance of our proposed ap-

proach could be further improved if better word embeddings (e.g., incorporating contextual infor-
mation via a BiLSTM) could be adopted in the RHD triplet. Therefore, instead of directly incorpo-
rating the nearby word-embeddings within a local window into the initial word-embeddings (i.e.,
Model (12)), Model (11) first adds an additional BiLSTM layer immediately after the input layer to
generate better word-representations via incorporating the context. Afterward, the post-BiLSTM
word-embeddings are directly adopted in each triplet without further incorporating nearby word-
embeddings (as Model (12) does). Compared with this model, our Enhanced-RHD approach still
outperforms it by 0.1% on this dataset.
Table 2 shows the results of different approaches on MultiNLI dataset [2, 7, 16, 38, 42]. The

approaches of the first group (1-8) show some state-of-the-art performances. All of them merely
adopt the RNN architecture exceptModel (7), which additionally utilizesWordNet. The approaches
of the second group (9-12) are some ensemble ones that adopt more complicated network archi-
tectures. From this table, we can see that our performance with Enhanced-RHD triplets approach
is better than models (1) to (5) on both Matched and Mismatched datasets, and it even outper-
forms some ensemble models (e.g., Models (9) and (10)). When we compare our Enhanced-RHD
approach with our basic RHD approach, the proposed Enhanced-RHD improves 1% and 0.6% on
Matched and Mismatched datasets, respectively. Besides, we also show the performances of RHD
triplet approach with BiLSTM encoder in Model (14). Compared with this approach, we can see
that our Enhanced-RHD improves the performances by 0.8% and 0.4% onMatched andMismatched
datasets. It again shows that our Enhanced-RHD model can incorporate the context information
better. Although our Enhanced-RHD approach does not surpass models (6-8) that adopt the RNN
structure [7, 16, 38], our approach is more human comprehensible. In summary, the proposed ap-
proach shows a new way to incorporate local contextual information and structural information
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Table 3. XNLI Test-set Performance for 15 Different Languages10

en fr es de el bg ru tr ar
Multilingual sentence encoders[10]

X-BiLSTM [10] 73.7 67.7 68.7 67.7 68.9 67.9 65.4 64.2 64.8
X-CBOW [10] 64.5 60.3 60.7 61.0 60.5 60.4 57.8 58.7 57.5
BERT+ 81.4 - 74.3 70.5 - - - - 62.1
Artetxe and Schwenk [1] 73.9 71.9 72.9 72.6 73.1 74.2 71.5 69.7 71.4

Machine translation (TRANSLATE TRAIN)
Conneau et al. [10] 73.7 68.3 68.8 66.5 66.4 67.4 66.5 64.5 65.8
BERT+ 81.9 - 77.8 75.9 - - - - 70.7
BERT ++ - - - - - - - - -

Machine translation (TRANSLATE TEST)
Conneau et al. [10] 73.7 70.4 70.7 68.7 69.1 70.4 67.8 66.3 66.8
BERT+ 81.4 - 74.9 74.4 - - - - 70.4
Enhanced-RHD* 75.5 71.8 73.2 71.3 71.4 71.8 70.1 68.8 69.3
Enhanced-RHD** - - - - - - - - 69.1

vi th zh hi sw ur
Multilingual sentence encoders

X-BiLSTM [10] 66.4 64.1 65.8 64.1 55.7 58.4
X-CBOW [10] 58.8 56.9 58.8 56.3 50.4 52.2
BERT+ - - 63.8 - - 58.3
Artetxe and Schwenk [1] 72.0 69.2 71.4 65.5 62.2 61.0

Machine translation (TRANSLATE TRAIN)
Conneau et al. [10] 66.0 62.8 67.0 62.1 58.2 56.6
BERT+ - - 76.6 - - 61.6
BERT++ - 68.9 - - - -

Machine translation (TRANSLATE TEST)
Conneau et al. [10] 66.5 64.4 68.3 64.2 61.8 59.3
BERT+ - - 70.1 - - 62.1
Enhanced-RHD* 67.9 66.9 68.8 65.1 63.2 63.2

Enhanced-RHD** - 66.7 68.7 - 62.5 62.1

The “Enhanced-RHD*” indicates the case one single Enhanced-RHD model among various

languages; and “Enhanced-RHD**” denotes the case generates a separated Enhanced-RHD

model for each language (Here we only test the performances of some Asian languages (i.e.,

Arabic, Thai, and Chinese) and the low-resource languages (i.e., Swahili and Urdu). Besides,

“BERT+” represents the results of BERT11 from Devlin et al. [12], while “BERT++” (only in

the second group) represents the results of the monolingual BERT model for Thai.12

at the same time; and it also shows a new strategy (which mimics human behavior) to compare
the information between two passages.
Table 3 shows the performances of different approaches on XNLI test-sets [1, 10] for different

languages. For the approaches in the first group (X-BiLSTM, X-CBOW; Artetxe and Schwenk; and
BERT), the words of various non-English languages are first encoded into the same embedding
space with that of English, and then the original English classifier (based on the English MultiNLI

10The performances for English in this table are tested on the English test-set specified in XNLI, which is different from

the test-set specified in English MultiNLI corpus.
11Extracted from its GitHub README.
12https://github.com/ThAIKeras/bert.
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Table 4. A Chinese Passage-pair and Its English Translation (The Texts in Bold/Underlined Texts are
Aligned Parts in Each Language Judged by Human)

Language Premise Hypothesis

Chinese
�����,���������Tokalleka����,

������1969�1970�����,����������
������

English

He is from Greece, he is from a small village called Tokalleka
from Greece, and I believe he was in the United States in 1969 or
1970 years and he was married soon.

He’s Greek.

The relationship for this passage-pair is “entailment”.

training set) is adopted to predict the results. The approaches of the second group (Conneau et al.
2018; BERT+ and BERT++) first translate the English training data to the corresponding one for each
target language, and then use the translated training data to independently train a different classi-
fier for each target language. The third group consists of approaches (Conneau et al. 2018; BERT+;
Enhanced-RHD*; and Enhanced-RHD**), which simply translate each test-set passage-pair of ev-
ery target language into the corresponding English one; afterward, the translated passage-pairs
are classified by the original English classifier. Please note that both of our proposed approaches
are in this group.
Among them, the approach of Artetxe and Schwenk [1] in the first group adopts an additional

223 million parallel passages for training the encoder. The BERT approaches in all three groups
also adopt millions of additional data. Therefore, their performances cannot be directly compared
with ours. Although our approaches only base on the original MultiNLI training corpus, however,
Table 3 shows that it also gets the best performances on the low resources languages (i.e., Swahili
and text). Besides, our performances are comparable to the state-of-the-art approaches on French,
Russian, Turkish, and Hindi languages. These results show that our proposed approaches not only
work for English but also work for those Asian and low-resource languages included in XNLI.
Furthermore, in comparison with those previous approaches on XNLI dataset, our approaches

involve less noise due to the individual comparison strategy adopted. Table 4 shows a Chinese
passage-pair and its English translation. In this Chinese passage-pair, only the string “����
�” (“He is from Greece”) in P is related to H “�����” (“He’s Greek”). However, the other
approaches [1, 10] listed in Table 3 will first generate a merged representation for the whole pas-
sage (either from the original Chinese text or from its English translation), and then compare two
merged representations. As a result, they will involve either the noise “��������� . . . ,
���������” in the merged representation from the original Chinese P, or the noise “he
is from a small village called . . . and he was married soon” in the merged representation from the
translated English P, while two passages are compared. Nonetheless, our approaches could avoid
this problem with the individual comparison strategy.

3.4 Ablation Analysis

Table 5 examines the effect of each major component in the Matching Layer. Since the im-
provement of adopting the Enhanced-RHD triplet (instead of the basic RHD) has been shown in
Tables 1 and 2, the basic RHD triplet is adopted in ablation analysis. In order to check whether the
element-wise comparison strategy (between triplets) works well in this task, Model (A) generates
an element-concatenated-embedding for each triplet. That is, we first concatenate its three elements
(i.e., rel, head, dep) into a vector and then process this concatenated vector with a linear function
(to generate an element-merged-embedding). Afterward, this element-merged-embedding is adopted
as a unit for comparison (i.e., non-element-wise comparison), instead of comparing each element
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Table 5. Ablation Study on SNLI Set for Each Major Component in Matching Layer

Model Train Acc Test Acc
Our model (Basic RHD triplet) 90.3 87.4
(A) adopt non-element-wise comparison 89.3 84.5
(B) adopt the inner-product of element-concatenated-embeddings

(instead of individual element-wise comparison) for alignment weights
92.1 86.6

(C) remove cross-comparison 88.3 86.5

separately with its own kind (i.e., element-wise comparison). Furthermore, instead of comparing
the element-merged-embedding of each triplet with another triplet embedding (of its kind) from
the other side (similar to what is done in the proposed approach), this model will compare each
element-merged-embedding triplet directly with the representation that is merged from all the as-
sociated element-meged-embeddings of the whole other side (The merging procedure is similar to
that adopted in Parikh et al. [32]). It shows that the proposed individual comparison strategy gives
a better result.
Different from Model (A), which adopts element-merged comparison, Model (B) still adopts in-

dividual element-wise comparison for each triplet-pair. However, when we take the weighted-sum
from those individual element-wise comparison results later, instead of computing the alignment
weights based on those individual comparison results (as that adopted in our proposed approach),
we use the inner product of two element-merged-embedding (specified in Model (A)) as the cor-
responding alignment weight for each given triplet-pair. After we make this change, the accu-
racy drops to 86.6% in the test set. This again shows that individual element-wise comparison (in-
stead of the inner product of two embeddings) can describe their relatedness between two words
better.
Last, Model (C) removes cross-comparison from the proposed approach (i.e., dropping the

comparison-vectors head_x i j and dep_x i j from Equation (6)), and it deteriorates the accuracy to
86.5%. Since this component is mainly used to compare the words that are similar in semantics but
play different syntactic/semantic roles, it shows that the phenomenon of switching the syntactic/
semantic roles in expressing similar semantics is not rare in this task.

4 FURTHER ANALYSIS

Williams et al. [42] tagged 1,000 samples in the development set with zero or more following tags
(Their specifications are copied below for the reader’s convenience) to describe the characteristics
of the given P and H passages in making inferences:

—CONDITIONAL: whether the sentence contains a conditional.
—WORD OVERLAP: whether both sentences share more than 70% of their tokens.
—NEGATION: whether a negation shows up in either sentence.
—ANTO: whether two sentences contain antonym pairs.
—LONG SENTENCE: whether premise or hypothesis is longer than 30 or 16 tokens, respec-
tively.

—TENSE DIFFERENCE: whether any verb in two sentences uses a different tense.
—ACTIVE/PASSIVE: whether there is an active-to-passive (or vice versa) transformation from
the premise to the hypothesis.

—PARAPHRASE: whether the two sentences are close paraphrases
—QUANTITY/TIME REASONING: whether understanding the pair requires quantity or time
reasoning.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of each attribute.

—COREF: whether the hypothesis contains a pronoun or referring expression that needs to
be resolved using the premise.

—QUANTIFIER: whether either sentence contains one of the following quantifier: much,
enough, more, most, less, least, no, none, some, nay, many, few, several, almost, nearly.

—MODAL: whether one of the following modal verbs appears in either sentence: can, could,
may, might, must, will, would, should.

—BELIEF: whether one of the following belief verbs appears in either sentence: know, believe,
understand, doubt, think, suppose, recognize, forget, remember, imagine, mean, agree, dis-
agree, deny, promise.

Figure 6 lists the percentage of each attribute-type on the annotated datasets. From this figure,
we can see that “LONG_SENTENCE,” “BELIEF,” “NEGATION,” “MODAL,” and “QUANTIFIER” are
the main attributes for both datasets, and they should be paid more attention during processing.
Table 6 compares the performance of our approaches with that of others on each attribute. It

indicates that our two approaches generally work well in Matched dataset, and particularly on
those data with “WORD_OVERLAP,” “NEGATION,” “ANTO,” “ACTIVE/PASSIVE,” and “PARA-
PHRASE” attributes. After having further analyzed the data, we find that the passage-pairs with
these attributes usually need accurate entailment judgment between the words of P and H. Our
approaches, which adopt individual comparison among triplets, thus deliver better performance
on these cases.
Besides, as the associated voice is important in making judgment for the passage-pairs with

“ACTIVE/PASSIVE” attribute, the Enhanced-RHD approach also achieves the best performance (as
it can check the local context around the verb to decide the corresponding voice). For example,
given the passage-pair “The meeting will be held every second Tuesday of the month” for P and
“They held their meetings on every Friday night” for H, the associated values of tense/voice of the
word “held” in this passage pair are different. (It is future-tense and passive-voice in P and past-tense
and active-voice in H.) Since our Enhanced-RHD approach incorporates the local context “will be”
(which is a strong clue for implied tense and voice) to the representation of “held” in P, it results
better comparison between two corresponding triplets of “held” in this passage-pair.
However, this table also shows that the performance of our basic RHD approach is better than

our Enhanced-RHD approach on those data with “WORD_OVERLAP”, “NEGATION”, and “ANTO”
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Table 6. MultiNLI Results on Different Attributes [16] (Ours are Shown in the Last Two Columns)

Annotation Tag
Label

Frequency
BiLSTM ESIM RHD Enhanced-RHD

Matched

CONDITIONAL 5% 100% 100% 74% 65%

WORD OVERLAP 6% 50% 63% 86% 82%

NEGATION 26% 71% 75% 81% 77%

ANTO 3% 67% 50% 94% 88%

LONG SENTENCE 20% 50% 67% 75% 78%

TENSE DIFFERENCE 10% 64% 86% 82% 84%

ACTIVE/PASSIVE 3% 75% 88% 87% 100%

PARAPHRASE 5% 78% 78% 92% 84%

QUANTITY/TIME REASONING 3% 50% 33% 53% 47%

COREF 6% 83% 83% 70% 70%

QUANTIFIER 25% 64% 74% 76% 78%

MODAL 29% 66% 75% 74% 77%

BELIEF 13% 74% 73% 74% 77%

Mis- matched

CONDITIONAL 5% 100% 100% 62% 58%

WORD OVERLAP 7% 58% 76% 81% 84%

NEGATION 21% 69% 72% 77% 74%

ANTO 4% 58% 58% 80% 75%

LONG SENTENCE 20% 55% 67% 74% 73%

TENSE DIFFERENCE 4% 71% 89% 83% 94%

ACTIVE/PASSIVE 2% 82% 91% 70% 70%

PARAPHRASE 7% 81% 89% 97% 92%

QUANTITY/TIME REASONING 8% 46% 46% 54% 57%

COREF 6% 80% 80% 76% 83%

QUANTIFIER 28% 70% 77% 76% 74%

MODAL 25% 67% 76% 77% 76%

BELIEF 12% 73% 74% 79% 72%

attributes. This is mainly due to that most of the associated triplets in these three categories could
be properly aligned and compared merely/simply based on the basic RHD. That is, the local context
is not required in making accurate alignment/judgement in these cases (on the contrary, the irrel-
evant local context might even introduce noise). Take an instance from the “WORD_OVERLAP”
category as an example. Given the passage-pair “Adrin heard of a young king in the south who
fought against slavers.” for P and “Adrin heard of a famous young king in the south.” for H, most
of the words in H can directly find the same corresponding tokens in P except “famous.” Conse-
quently, for our basic RHDmodel, most of the triplets ofH can find the same corresponding ones in
P (except those whose word elements (i.e., head/dep) contain the word “famous”). However, when
we incorporate the local context to the representation of each word, some of the triplets in H can
no longer exactly match their corresponding triplets in P as before. For example, the Enhanced-
Triplet of the word “heard” in H will not have an exact-match triplet in P after we enhance this
word with its local context “Adrin heard of a famous.” (The context window here is 7 words long.)
It seems that the associated syntactic relation of local context should also be considered to avoid
introducing noise when the local context is incorporated. For example, for the word “heard,” we
should only use its context words that are directly linked in the dependency tree (i.e., “Adrin,”
“king,” and “south”), instead of all its associated context words. And it would be our future work.
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For Mismatched dataset, our approaches also work well. Specifically, for the “TENSE DIFFER-
ENCE” attribute, our Enhanced-RHD approach outperforms that of others by at least 5%. This is
mainly due to that it is difficult to decide the appropriate tense without the local context when the
basic RHD triplet-pair is adopted. The previous P-passage “The meeting will be held every second
Tuesday of the month” clearly shows that we need the left context “will be” of the verb “held” in P
to know that its associated tense is “future.”
On the other hand, for the “PARAPHRASE” attribute, our basic RHD approach outperforms that

of others by at least 5%. This is mainly due to that the triplets under this category could be more
precisely compared if the basic RHD is adopted. It could be illustrated by the following example:
“Finish it, someone yelled” for P and “Someone yelled to finish it” for H. We can see that the words in
this passage-pair can be exactlymatched and compared verywell based on the basic RHD; however,
noisy context would be incorporated if the Enhanced-RHD is adopted (as explained in the second
above paragraph).

5 RELATEDWORK

Early approaches for natural language inference usually adopted statistical methods such as SVM
[21], CRF [19], and so on. They employed hand-crafted features, and utilized various external
resources and special sub-components such as negation detection [23, 24]. Besides, all the adopted
datasets are very small.
After the SNLI corpus [4] was released, a lot of work about natural language inference based

on neural networks have been published in recent years [5, 8, 9, 26, 27, 29, 36, 40]. Those neu-
ral network-based approaches could be classified into two categories: (1) Merely computing the
passage-embedding without introducing word alignment between the paired-passages, and then
comparing these passage-embedding to get the prediction [5, 29]. (2) Decomposing the passage
into some semantic units (e.g., tokens), comparing each semantic unit with the passage of the
other side and then aggregating these comparisons [8, 32, 41].

Within the first category, Bowman et al. [4] used two LSTMs to get the representations of P and
H, respectively. They then compare the vector representation of these two passages to predict the
relationship between P and H. Besides, Bowman et al. [5] used tree-LSTM to encode the passages;
however, as the individual comparison strategy is not adopted, irrelevant content will be involved
while making judgment.
For the second category, Zhao et al. [45] used the intermediate representation of each node

(from tree-LSTM) to compare P and H. They compared the representation of each node with the
merged representation of the other passage, and then generated the result bottom-up. In this way,
they could incorporate the dependency relations in each passage and compare P and H in different
granularities. However, directly comparing each node with the merged representation of another
passage would mix both relevant and irrelevant information, and thus introduce the noise while
making judgment.
Besides, Radford et al. [34] and Devlin et al. [12] (also in the second category) proposed to use

Transformer architecture [39] for natural language inference. In their approaches, they first use
a very large external resource (i.e., 7,000 unpublished books) to pre-train the word-embeddings
(also model) based on languge model, and then fine-tune the parameters according to the speci-
fied task. They reported that their approach could get remarkably better performances on various
tasks. However, their performance cannot be directly compared with those performances listed in
Tables 1 and 2, as the qualities of initial word-embeddings are quite different.
Last, three different kinds of approaches are proposed before to perform inference in any lan-

guage (including low-resource ones like Swahili orUrdu) when only EnglishMultiNLI data is avail-
able at training time. The first kind of approaches [1, 10] encodes the tokens of various non-English
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languages into the same embedding space with that of English, and then use a classifier trained
on English MultiNLI dataset to predict the results. Among them, Artetxe and Schwenk [1] used a
single BiLSTM encoder (with shared vocabulary among various languages) to generate the embed-
dings for different languages. And Conneau et al. [10] adopted the transfer learning [43] to train
the encoders for other languages by mimicking the original English encoder (via an additional par-
allel corpus). For the second kind of approaches (Conneau et al. [10]; BERT+; BERT++), the English
training data is translated into each target language firstly, then the translated training data of each
specific target language is used to train an independent classifier for that language. In this group,
Conneau et al. [10] adopted BiLSTM structure to encode the passages and then compared the rep-
resentations between the passage-pair to predict the results. Different with Conneau et al. [10],
both BERT+ and BERT++ first use a very large external resource on each language to pre-train the
word-embeddings (also model) with theTransformer architecture based on language model, and
then fine-tune the parameters according to the translated training data for each language. On the
contrary, the third kind of approaches [10] simply translates the test-set of each targeted language
into English, and then use the original English classifier to classify the translated passage-pair. In
comparison with those approaches of the second kind, they still adopt the same architecture as
that of the second kind; however, they generate the model based on English MultiNLI training set
instead of the training set in other languages.
Different from them, our simplified approach [13] first transforms P and H into two sets of RHD

triplets. Afterward, instead of comparing one RHD triplet of P with the merged information of the
whole H (and vice versa), it directly compares an RHD triplet of Pwith another RHD triplet of H to
obtain the individual comparison vector (without merging). Specifically, when comparing two RHD
triplets, each element of the RHD triplet (i.e., rel, head, and dep) is compared separately and cross-
comparison is also proposed to compare the related words with different syntactic/semantic roles.
As a result, these individual comparison vectors would generate more precise alignment weights,
and thus make a more accurate relationship-judgment between P and H.

However, our simplified approach does not consider the local context information while de-
ciding the alignment weight and making the individual comparison. In order to integrate the local
context information with the structural information at the same time, the Enhanced-RHD structure
is further proposed in this article to improve the performance.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Inspired by how humans judge the entailment relationship between the given Premise and Hy-
pothesis text passages, we propose to first transform the passages into two sets of RHD triplets,
and then directly compare each triplet with every triplet from the other side to get the individual
comparison vector. In this way, we can exclude the irrelevant information during content compari-
son. As a result, the relationship between two passages could be judged more precisely. In order to
further improve the comparison precision, we also propose to compare each element of the triplet
(i.e., “rel, head, and dep”) separately and adopt cross-comparison to compare the related words that
play different syntactic/semantic roles.
Moreover, as these individual comparison vectors can describe the relatedness between two

triplets well, we propose to use them to compute the alignment weights between triplets from
different passages. Afterward, we use the alignment weights to incorporate these individual com-
parison vectors to yield the one-side merged comparison vector of one RHD triplet with the whole
RHD triplet set of the other side. Finally, we aggregate those one-side merged comparison vectors
to conduct the final overall entailment decision. The proposed approach mimics human behavior
and is thus more human comprehensible.
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However, the pure RHD triplet could not incorporate the local context around each word. To
remedy this drawback, we further propose the Enhanced-RHD approach to incorporate both struc-
tural information and local context information at the same time. The experiment results have
shown that this strategy not only is helpful for English the dataset, but also works for those Asian
and low-resource languages covered by XNLI corpus. Last, we perform deep analysis on the ex-
perimental results and explain why each proposed strategy is able to improve the performance.
Since BERT [12], which adopts the word embeddings that are well pre-trained from a huge

dateset, shows strong performances in various tasks recently, it would be interesting to see if the
performance of our proposed approach could be further improved with those better pre-trained
word embeddings. It would be our future work.
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